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    		.asia

      
.asia is the official designated regional domain extension for Asia and the Pacific. It is a sponsored generic top-level-domain (gTLD) operated by the DotAsia Organisation Ltd. .asia is open to companies, individuals and organisations who have connection to the region. .Asia domains can be seen and used by international and Asian businesses; regional conferences and symposiums; as well as Asian artists and celebrities.



The .Asia web address was introduced to the public through a comprehensive launch involving a multiphased Sunrise and Landrush process from October 9, 2007 to March 12, 2008. It became available on a first-come-first-served registration basis on March 26, 2008. In 2013, there are more than 455,000 .asia domains registered across 155 countries.



 Roll-out/response 


.asia founded the first Pioneer Domains Program on July 20, 2007, more than two months prior to the opening of its Sunrise launch. It offered businesses and individuals an opportunity to own and build on any .Asia domain before the TLD opened its doors to mass public registration. Applicants were asked to submit a brief business plan for the domain of choice and make a marketing deposit of US$10,000. The full deposit was returned to successful applicants against proof of marketing attributed to the promotion of the built out .Asia website.
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    		Asia

      





Asia ([image: ]i/ˈeɪʒə/ or /ˈeɪʃə/) is the Earth's largest and most populous continent, located primarily in the eastern and northern hemispheres. Asia covers an area of 44,579,000 square kilometers, about 30% of Earth's total land area and 8.7% of the Earth's total surface area. It has historically been home to the world's first modern civilizations and has always hosted the bulk of the planet's human population.  Asia is notable for not only overall large size and population, but unusually dense and large settlements as well as vast barely populated regions within the continent of 4.4 billion people. The boundaries of Asia are traditionally determined as that of Eurasia, as there is no significant geographical separation between Asia and Europe. The most commonly accepted boundaries place Asia to the east of the Suez Canal, the Ural River, and the Ural Mountains, and south of the Caucasus Mountains and the Caspian and Black Seas. It is bounded on the east by the Pacific Ocean, on the south by the Indian Ocean and on the north by the Arctic Ocean.
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    		Kitarō discography

      
Kitaro's discography consists of 24 studio albums, 8 live albums, 14 soundtrack albums, and 42 compilation albums. Kitaro's latest project, Symphony Live In Istanbul was nominated for the 57th Annual Grammy Awards, and is Kitaro's 16th Grammy nomination to date.



He also appears in five full-length concert videos and has composed scores for numerous films including Oliver Stone's Heaven & Earth, Impressions of the West Lake, and The Soong Sisters. He won Golden Globe Award Best Original Score for Heaven & Earth and won Golden Horse Award and Hong Kong Film Award for The Soong Sisters (1997).



He has collaborated with various artists including Megadeth's Marty Friedman, Mickey Hart, Philip Glass, Dennis Banks, and Jane Zhang, as well as appearing on four Far East Family Band albums.



Studio albums


15 of these studio albums were nominated for a Grammy Award.  Thinking of You won a Grammy Award for Best New Age Album in 2000.



Soundtracks


Impression of the West Lake is one of the Grammy nominated albums.
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    		KITT

      
KITT is the short name of two fictional characters from the adventure TV series Knight Rider. While having the same acronym, the KITTs are two different entities: one known as the Knight Industries Two Thousand, which appeared in the original TV series Knight Rider, and the other as the Knight Industries Three Thousand, which appeared first in the two-hour 2008 pilot film for a new Knight Rider TV series and then the new series itself. In both instances, KITT is an artificially intelligent electronic computer module in the body of a highly advanced, very mobile, robotic automobile: the original KITT as a 1982 Pontiac Trans Am, and the second KITT as a 2008/2009 Ford Shelby GT500KR. KITT was voiced by William Daniels in the original series, and by Val Kilmer in the 2008 series.



History


In the television show's history, the first KITT (Knight Industries Two Thousand) was designed by the late Wilton Knight, a brilliant but eccentric billionaire and founder of the Foundation for Law And Government (FLAG) and its parent Knight Industries. The 2008 pilot movie later implied that Charles Graiman, creator of the Knight Industries Three Thousand, also had a hand in designing the first KITT.
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    		Rugby union equipment

      
A traditional rugby union kit consists of a collared jersey (often imitated by fashion labels and called a "rugby shirt"), shorts, jockstrap / compression shorts, long rugby socks and boots with studs. 



Some modest padding is allowed on the head, shoulders and collarbone, but it must be sufficiently light, thin and compressible to meet IRB standards. Most players also opt to wear a mouthguard to guard against concussion and chipping of the teeth.


Boots


Traditionally, rugby boots were of a high cut above the ankle. Over the years, such boots have become less common, although many players still wear mid-cut boots, just below the ankle. Additional ankle support was seen as appropriate given the nature of the game, particularly the stresses of forward play
, and the amount of physical contact involved. Higher cut boots also provided some protection against knocks.



Modern boots are now more similar to football boots, with a low cut offering less ankle support but maximum flexibility with minimum weight.  
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    		Kit (given name)

      
Kit is usually an abbreviation of the given names Christopher or Katherine or similar names. People named Kit include:



	
Kit Ahern (1915–2007), Irish politician
	
Kit Armstrong (born 1992), American-born pianist and composer
	
Kit Bond (born 1939), American politician and U.S. Senator from Missouri
	
Kit Burns (1831–1870), American gang leader
	
Kit Carson (1809–1868), American frontiersman
	
Kit Chan (born 1972), Singaporean singer
	
Kit Coleman (1864–1915), Canadian journalist
	
Kit Cope (born 1977), American kickboxer
	
Kit Culkin (born 1944), American actor
	
Kit Denton (1928–1997), Australian writer
	
Kit Fine (born 1946), British philosopher
	
Kit Harington (born 1986), British actor
	
Kit Hesketh-Harvey (born 1957), British comedian
	
Kit Hoover (born 1970), American television reporter
	
Kit Hung (born 1977), Hong Kong filmmaker
	
Kit Klein (1910–1985), American speed skater
	
Kit Lambert (1935–1981), British record producer
	
Kit Lathrop (born 1956), former National Football League player
	
Kit Malthouse (born 1966), British politician and Deputy Mayor of London
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                                Brutally Rating Every ASIAN CUP 2023 Kit🌏🏆

                                    It is time to rate every single ASIAN CUP 2023 kit ahead of the competition getting underway in January 

This years ASIAN Cup will be held in Qatar, which was also host to the 2022 World Cup

Will Qatar be able to retain the trophy after winning back in 2019?

I will be brutally rating all 24 ASIAN Cup kits, there are some beauties and there are some stinkers in there 

Here are the kits that I have rated below for you

Australia - Asian Cup
Bahrain - Asian Cup
China - Asian Cup
Hong Kong - Asian Cup
India - Asian Cup
Indonesia - Asian Cup
Iran - Asian Cup
Iraq - Asian Cup
Japan - Asian Cup
Jordan - Asian Cup
Kyrgyzstan - Asian Cup
Lebanon - Asian Cup
Malaysia - Asian Cup
Oman - Asian Cup
Palestine - Asian Cup
Qatar - Asian Cup
Saudi Arabia - Asian Cup
South Korea - Asian Cup
Syria - Asia... 
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                                Asia Market Entry Kit: Introduction Video

                                    We assess the best places to sell your products online in China & South East Asia, including Tmall, JD & Lazada. 
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                                New Kits! All Kits AFC Asian Cup Qatar 2023 eFootball 2024🔥

                                    Hello eFootball Lovers 👋
This time, tubogapes is back to give away
New Kits AFC Asian Cup Qatar 2023 eFootball 2024🔥
which will certainly be cool for the Dream Team, Friends.
Hopefully Helpful Friends


Thank You For Watching🙏
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                                Best Asia & Oceania Kits eFootball™ 2023 Mobile🔥

                                    Hello eFootball Lovers 👋
This time, tubogapes is back to give away
Top 15 Asia & Oceania kits 
which will certainly be cool for the Dream Team, Friends.
Hopefully Helpful Friends


Thank You For Watching🙏
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kali ini saya akan membagikan info seputar jersey di game Efootball 2022 mobile
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This time, tubogapes  is back to give away
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                                Best and Worst Asian Cup 2024 Kits

                                    This video takes a look at just some of the best and worst 2024 Asian Cup kits. In this video i talk about Japan, China, South Korea, Indonesia, Qatar, Australia, Malaysia, Bahrain and Saudi Arabia & discuss what i like and don’t like about these kits. The Asian Cup finished 2 weeks ago and now, with Qatar wining in the final 3-1 against Jordan. 

Tik Tok: culture.football.kits
Instergram: culture_football_kits
YouTube: culture football kits
Spotify: culture football kits
Twitch: culturefootballkits
Depop: C.F.K 
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This time, tubogapes  is back to give away
Top 15 Asia & Oceania kits 
which will certainly be cool for the Dream Team, Friends.
Hopefully Helpful Friends


Thank You For Watching🙏
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         This video takes a look at just some of the best and worst 2024 Asian Cup kits. In this video i talk about Japan, China, South Korea, Indonesia, Qatar, Australi...

         This video takes a look at just some of the best and worst 2024 Asian Cup kits. In this video i talk about Japan, China, South Korea, Indonesia, Qatar, Australia, Malaysia, Bahrain and Saudi Arabia & discuss what i like and don’t like about these kits. The Asian Cup finished 2 weeks ago and now, with Qatar wining in the final 3-1 against Jordan. 
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         ATV Hong Kong Beijing Olympic MC

         ATV Hong Kong Beijing Olympic MC
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                Brutally Rating Every ASIAN CUP 2023 Kit🌏🏆

                It is time to rate every single ASIAN CUP 2023 kit ahead of the competition getting underw...
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                    It is time to rate every single ASIAN CUP 2023 kit ahead of the competition getting underway in January 

This years ASIAN Cup will be held in Qatar, which was also host to the 2022 World Cup

Will Qatar be able to retain the trophy after winning back in 2019?

I will be brutally rating all 24 ASIAN Cup kits, there are some beauties and there are some stinkers in there 

Here are the kits that I have rated below for you

Australia - Asian Cup
Bahrain - Asian Cup
China - Asian Cup
Hong Kong - Asian Cup
India - Asian Cup
Indonesia - Asian Cup
Iran - Asian Cup
Iraq - Asian Cup
Japan - Asian Cup
Jordan - Asian Cup
Kyrgyzstan - Asian Cup
Lebanon - Asian Cup
Malaysia - Asian Cup
Oman - Asian Cup
Palestine - Asian Cup
Qatar - Asian Cup
Saudi Arabia - Asian Cup
South Korea - Asian Cup
Syria - Asian Cup
Tajikistan - Asian Cup
Thailand - Asian Cup
United Arab Emirates - Asian Cup
Uzbekistan - Asian Cup
Vietnam - Asian Cup

#asiancup #asiancup2023 #asiacup #qatar2023 #asiancupqatar2023 #socceroos #soccer #football #southkorea #china #bahrain #hongkong #indonesia #india #iran #iraq #japan #jordan #asianfootball #footballasia #lebanon #lebanonfootball #malaysia #oman #palestine #qatar #saudiarabia #saudiarabiafootball #syria #tajikistan #thailand #uae #unitedarabemirates #uzbekistan #vietnam
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                Asia Market Entry Kit: Introduction Video

                We assess the best places to sell your products online in China & South East Asia, includi...
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                    We assess the best places to sell your products online in China & South East Asia, including Tmall, JD & Lazada.
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                New Kits! All Kits AFC Asian Cup Qatar 2023 eFootball 2024🔥

                Hello eFootball Lovers 👋
This time, tubogapes is back to give away
New Kits AFC Asian Cup ...
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                    Hello eFootball Lovers 👋
This time, tubogapes is back to give away
New Kits AFC Asian Cup Qatar 2023 eFootball 2024🔥
which will certainly be cool for the Dream Team, Friends.
Hopefully Helpful Friends


Thank You For Watching🙏
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This time, tubogapes is back to give away
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which will certainly be cool for the Dream Team, Friends.
Hopefully Helpful Friends
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hallo semuanya balik lagi bersama saya di Channel :  Leo panda id
terimakasih semuanya yang sudah berkunjung ke channel ini semoga semuanya di berikan kelancaran dalam segala urusanya dan di berikan kesehatan amin🙏

kali ini saya akan membagikan info seputar jersey di game Efootball 2022 mobile
semoga bermaanfaat 
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                    Hello eFootball Lovers 👋
This time, tubogapes  is back to give away
Top 15 Asia & Oceania kits 
which will certainly be cool for the Dream Team, Friends.
Hopefully Helpful Friends
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                    This video takes a look at just some of the best and worst 2024 Asian Cup kits. In this video i talk about Japan, China, South Korea, Indonesia, Qatar, Australia, Malaysia, Bahrain and Saudi Arabia & discuss what i like and don’t like about these kits. The Asian Cup finished 2 weeks ago and now, with Qatar wining in the final 3-1 against Jordan. 
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    		.asia

      
.asia is the official designated regional domain extension for Asia and the Pacific. It is a sponsored generic top-level-domain (gTLD) operated by the DotAsia Organisation Ltd. .asia is open to companies, individuals and organisations who have connection to the region. .Asia domains can be seen and used by international and Asian businesses; regional conferences and symposiums; as well as Asian artists and celebrities.



The .Asia web address was introduced to the public through a comprehensive launch involving a multiphased Sunrise and Landrush process from October 9, 2007 to March 12, 2008. It became available on a first-come-first-served registration basis on March 26, 2008. In 2013, there are more than 455,000 .asia domains registered across 155 countries.



 Roll-out/response 


.asia founded the first Pioneer Domains Program on July 20, 2007, more than two months prior to the opening of its Sunrise launch. It offered businesses and individuals an opportunity to own and build on any .Asia domain before the TLD opened its doors to mass public registration. Applicants were asked to submit a brief business plan for the domain of choice and make a marketing deposit of US$10,000. The full deposit was returned to successful applicants against proof of marketing attributed to the promotion of the built out .Asia website.
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                    Is It You

										by: Elton John
                    Is it you
Running around with someone who is new
I love you
You can be sure of everything I do
If you're feeling lonely
If you're feeling blue
Is it you
Is it you
Is it you
I can be sure that you have someone new
Oh I knew
You can be sure of everything I do
If you're ever lonely
To a heart that's true
Is it you
Is it you...
If you want somebody
Who loves you through and through
I want you
I need you
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 			Secondary home sales take a beating amid new launches

			
  			

	



			
      
			Hong Kong Standard
			
      08 Apr 2024
			
  		
            The number of deals fell by 18.2 percent over the previous weekend ... Louis Chan Wing-kit, Asia Pacific vice chairman of the residential division at Centaline Property Agency, said buyers were attracted to the new projects priced at market levels ... .
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 			Buyer interest soars for Wong Chuk hang homes

			
  			

	



			
      
			Hong Kong Standard
			
      01 Apr 2024
			
  		
            Louis Chan Wing-kit, Asia-Pacific vice-chairman of the agency's residential division, said that many Hongkongers went overseas or headed north to mainland cities during the break and this, coupled ...
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 			Together We Care’ distributed 800 Iftar kits

			
  			

	



			
      
			Madhyamam
			
      30 Mar 2024
			
  		
            ... Information and Follow Up Director Yusuf Lawrie handed over the kits at a ceremony held at Umm Al Hasam Pan Asia Restaurant.
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 			Hanna & Tiger Asian Mart Opens in Coral Gables

			
  			

	



			
      
			Miami New Times
			
      28 Mar 2024
			
  		
            In the snack aisles, you'll find unique snacks that you can only find in Asia, like Thai Lays chips and an array of limited-edition Japanese Kit Kat bars.
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 			Alibaba's e-commerce expo in Sydney highlights opportunities in China, Southeast Asia

			
  			

	



			
      
			Xinhua
			
      15 Mar 2024
			
  		
            SYDNEY, March 15 (Xinhua) -- Alibaba launched a two-day e-commerce event AliExpo 2024 in Sydney on Friday to help inspire reading about opportunities in China and Southeast Asia and provide attendees with relevant information.
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 			Seasons Place prices start at 'competitive' $4.4m

			
  			

	



			
      
			Hong Kong Standard
			
      14 Mar 2024
			
  		
            Cici Shi ... Louis Chan Wing-kit, Asia-Pacific vice-chairman of the residential division at Centaline Property, said the first batch of Seasons Place is likely to be sold out as its average price is the lowest the district has seen in four years ... .
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 			HICC Pet Announces Strategic Relocation to Pacific Northwest, Expanding Its Holistic Pet Wellness and Grooming Solutions

			
  			

	



			
      
			ACCESSWIRE
			
      14 Mar 2024
			
  		
            We're looking to engage with both sides of the funnel directly as we continue to grow." ... Founded in 2020, HICC Pet� is headquartered in Bellevue, Washington, with e-commerce distribution across the United States, South America, and Asia. Press Kit ... ....
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 			HLA Typing Kit Market Projected To Reach US$ 381.1 million by 2029 | CAGR Of 8.8%

			
  			

	



			
      
			Pharmiweb
			
      12 Mar 2024
			
  		
            http.//theresearchdeck.com/report/hla-typing-kit-market/#requestForSample Key Takeaways ... The HLA Typing Kit Market exhibits dynamic regional variations, with North America, Europe, and Asia-Pacific emerging as key players ... High Cost of Advanced Kits.
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 			Home deals continue to rise but sellers still losing out

			
  			

	



			
      
			Hong Kong Standard
			
      10 Mar 2024
			
  		
            Themis Qi ... The Standard Channel. IOS Android. IOS Android ... Louis Chan Wing-kit, Asia Pacific vice chairman of the residential division at Centaline Property Agency, said homebuyers are speeding up purchases as they fear that prices will rise soon ... .
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 			Msi Assay Kit Market Trends: Navigating Challenges and Capitalizing on Opportunities in Precision Medicine

			
  			

	



			
      
			Pharmiweb
			
      05 Mar 2024
			
  		
            The Msi Assay Kit Market has witnessed significant growth in recent years, driven by the increasing demand for reliable tools in the field of molecular diagnostics ... The Msi Assay Kit Market exhibits varying dynamics across different regions.
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 			138 first-hand private residential units sold out in four hours

			
  			

	



			
      
			Hong Kong Standard
			
      03 Mar 2024
			
  		
            Previous Next ... IOS Android ... Louis Chan Wing-kit, the Asia-Pacific vice-chairman of the residential division at Centaline, stated that homebuyer sentiment had shifted since the removal of the spicy measures, and the market has now returned to green ... .
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 			Bridging the digital divide

			
  			

	



			
      
			The Manila Times
			
      29 Feb 2024
			
  		
            In 2023, DFNN donated 20 portable Starlink kits to ... He revealed earlier that the national government is open to subsidizing the purchase of Starlink kits, especially in the country's far-flung areas.
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 			NTT DATA Selects Swimlane as Global Partner for Security Automation
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			The Eagle-Tribune
			
      27 Feb 2024
			
  		
            The services will span North America, Europe and Asia Pacific regions and will support multiple vertical industries ... NTT DATA Group. About Swimlane ... Learn more ... security-contact@kits.nttdata.co.jp ... UNITED STATES JAPAN NORTH AMERICA ASIA PACIFIC COLORADO ... .
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 			Preterm Birth Diagnostic Test Kits Market Aims for US$ 203.2 Million by 2028

			
  			

	



			
      
			Pharmiweb
			
      22 Feb 2024
			
  		
            ... options in countries such as&nbsp;China and India, and various countries of Asia Pacific and Middle-East, is fueling the growth of preterm birth diagnostic test kits market.
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 			Deals remain dull as agents batten down

			
  			

	



			
      
			Hong Kong Standard
			
      18 Feb 2024
			
  		
            Hong Kong's economy and the property market are facing structural changes, said Louis Chan Wing-kit, the Asia-Pacific vice-chairman of the residential division at Centaline, adding that the agency is ...
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														[image: Emergency workers and police ride a boat during evacuations in a flooded street after parts of a dam burst, in Orsk, Russia on Monday, April 8, 2024. Floods caused by rising water levels in the Ural River broke a dam in a city near Russia's border with Kazakhstan, forcing some 2,000 people to evacuate, local authorities said. The dam broke in the city of Orsk in the Orenburg region, less than 12.4 miles north of the border on Friday night, according to Orsk mayor Vasily Kozupitsa. (AP Photo)]
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														[image: Iranian Ambassador to Lebanon, Mojtaba Amani, fourth left, speaks with Qatari Ambassador to Lebanon, Sheikh Saud bin Abdul Rahman bin Faisal Thani Al Thani, second left, and Hamas representative in Lebanon Ahmad Abdul-Hadi, third left, as he receives condolences for the death of the Iranian Revolutionary Guard Gen. Mohammad Reza Zahedi, who led the Iranian Revolutionary Guard's Quds Force in Lebanon and Syria until 2016, and six other Iranian military officials at the Iranian embassy in Beirut, Lebanon, Monday, April 8, 2024. An Israeli airstrike that demolished Iran's consulate in Syria on last Monday killed two Iranian generals and five officers, according to Iranian officials. The strike appeared to signify an escalation of Israel's targeting of military officials from Iran, which supports militant groups fighting Israel in Gaza, and along its border with Lebanon. (AP Photo/Hassan Ammar)]
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														[image: FILE - U.S. President Joe Biden, left, shakes hands with Japan's Prime Minister Fumio Kishida during a joint news conference with South Korean President Yoon Suk Yeol, not visible,  on Aug. 18, 2023, at Camp David, the presidential retreat, near Thurmont, Md.  Prime Minister Kishida is making an official visit to the United States this week. He will hold a summit with President Biden that's meant to achieve a major upgrading of their defense alliance.]
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